
Class 2 - Topic “Clearing a Crystal”

Elena & Dan:

Class Introduction in free form:

A very brief recap of Class 1 “choosing a crystal”

The unknown special abilities of the 6 sided cut in alignment with the hexagonal core

Note how much information corroborates between Marcel Vogel and Jen Han Eredyon

Both Marcel and Jen Han stressed the importance of clearing the crystal before use

Dan:

DR MARCEL VOGEL INFORMATION ON CLEARING 

 Once I choose a crystal, how do I clear it?

Methods of clearing

When you first acquire any crystal it needs to be cleared of any influences that might be 
harmful or limiting to you. Over years of research two basic methods have been found to
be effective in clearing a crystal. The first is to use a bulk de-magnetizer. The field 
generated by this instrument will strip a crystal completely.  A preferable method is to 
use your own breath and consciousness.

Holding the crystal and clearing with breath

To release or clear the energies in a crystal, hold the tips of the crystal between the 
thumb and second finger of your hand. With your other hand hold opposing sides on the 
body of the crystal. Slowly breathe in with the thought to clear the crystal of any 
harmful or limiting influences. When the breath is full inhaled, hold for one or two 
seconds and then forcefully exhale the breath in a short burst or pulse. The process of 
pulsing is somewhat like sneezing or a single round of the yogic breath of fire.   Repeat 
this process for each pair or faces on the body of the crystal. A 6 sided for example 
would be 3 times.



Ineffective methods of clearing

    Despite what many have indicated, please never use salt to clear your crystal. We 
have found that, in addition to the difficulties this may create for your crystal, it has no 
clearing capacity at all. In addition, it creates a dependence on an external agent for a 
task that can be easily accomplished by your own consciousness. It is important to 
realize that you are at source in this work and that your consciousness is a more 
powerful agent than salt.

    The same dynamic applies to other ritualistic methods offered by many:

    Passing the crystal through the smoke of burning sage
    Leaving the crystal out in the moonlight
    Burying the crystal in the earth for a period of time

    These are methods that we are asked about regularly and our research shows that none
of these have any efficacy. An exception to this would be if you have a very strong belief
in the ritual. Your belief or intention will act to clear the crystal, not the ritual itself. It is 
important to understand that it is you who empower the ritual.

    Although the last three methods do not serve to clear the crystal, they don't harm the 
crystal. Using sea salt can be harmful.  A salt water solution can leave a film on the 
surface of the crystal that will reduce the efficacy of charge transfer.

Love creates the charge

It is loving intention that creates the charge to clear and it is breath that carries it. You 
are at source.



JEN HAN EREDYON INFORMATION ON CLEARING 

Elena:

Breath carries consciousness

Jen Han: Breath carries memories and thoughts, it also carries the energy of a being, 
not only the encoding of its vehicle DNA but as well the encoding of the soul. When you
project breath, you also project by superimposing, a parcel of the soul/being. Hence a 
fragment of one's consciousness. 

Elena:

Crystal must be empty, pure and clear

Jen Han: The energy force that is a living manifestation of Source is being impregnated
inside the crystal but beware, the crystal must be empty. This means: no residual 
emotional imprint, parasiting or charge. The crystal must be pure and clear from any 
form of energy, or consciousness even. I wouldn't say that at this stage, the crystal is 
really "empty", because it carries its frequency imprint, but I mean empty from anything 
that is not the original frequency signature of the crystal. In order to perform this action: 
embedding a fractal of your consciousness in a dynamic projection, into the crystal, the 
receptacle must be pristine pure. There are methods of purification I can tell about, the 
best is to run the crystal through a sound scan. You need instruments that create a high 
frequency sound, or trained persons can clear a crystal with their own consciousness. 
These individuals have reached a clear state of mind. 

Dan:

Dissonant effect when parasitic thoughts of the mind are projected

Dan: In stating that “trained persons can clear a crystal with their own consciousness. 
These individuals have reached a clear state of mind.”  Is it sufficient that a person who 
sets their intention to clear the crystal along with the pulsed breath, or is more required?

Jen Han: The clear state of mind is a mind with no parasitic thoughts. A mind as clear 
as crystal or pure spring water.  A mind in higher frequency, content and in perfect 
harmony with the universe. You cannot clear a crystal with your mind if your mind is 
troubled; you will project your parasitic thoughts into the crystal instead!



Dan:

An unclear mind will not clear the crystal

Dan: Dr Marcel Vogel was able to measure this clearing with intention in water with 
pulsed breath and also by using a magnetic eraser.   Would ether the intention with 
pulsed breath or the magnetic eraser suffice in clearing the crystal for our purposes?    Or
do you have another recommendation?

Jen Han: The mind is enough, if you do not have technology, but your mind must be as 
clear as spring water and empty of any thought. Otherwise the clearing doesn't work; 
you just transfer other thoughts in the crystal.

Dan:

Bulk demagnetizer can work

Dan:  Will a strong alternating 60 times per second magnetic field (i.e. bulk 
demagnetizer) serve to clear the crystal?
 
Jen Han: A powerful magnetic field can clear a crystal because it de-programs it. The 
crystal is then empty from any programming.  It sounds like it can work. Good device. I 
like it better with the mind.

Dan:

Frequency of 4096 Hz clears the crystal

Dan: Is there a frequency we can project at the crystal to facilitate this clearing?

Jen Han:  4096 Hz



Ineffective methods of clearing a crystal

Dan:

Dan: Dr Marcel Vogel did not believe that the following methods were able to 
effectively clear the crystal.   Do you concur?

Elena:

Jen Han replied…  (Note if we are short on time we can just state the list)

Soaking in salt water 
It does not remove a programming. It cleanses low frequency imprints such as low
emotional charges. Or stress due to the cutting and handling. 

Exposing to moonlight 
It does not remove a programming. It cleanses same as above.

Smudging with sage 
It does not remove a programming. I do not know the properties of this herb but 
my guess is that it may only cleanse the aura of the crystal. Not inside. Smoke 
doesn't go inside of a crystal. Nor water, nor salt and so on. Only sound, light, 
consciousness, vibrations, magnetic fields and electrical pulses can go through a 
crystal, so it can properly cleanse and deprogram a crystal.



Exposing to sunlight 
It does not remove a programming. Sun radiations nourish the crystal and the 
crystal harvests Phryll from the sun when activated. Photonic light clears 
impurities in a crystal. Light also goes through it. Because a quartz crystal is solid 
light. 

Burying them in the ground 
It does not remove a programming (laughs). I don't know what it cleanses but this 
may be related to what you call on Terra “magic” rites. I believe the magnetism of
the planet, that activates the mineral particles present in the natural soil, can affect
positively a crystal to change the electrical charge. I trust that the crystal may 
enjoy it. But not for too long, crystals need light. Some crystals can soak in a soil 
if it is too rich in iron, and tint it yellow or brown, you do not want this to happen.



Visualizing it is clear 
It CAN remove a programming if you put the intention of clearing it from all 
programming. Cleanses of course as well. Consciousness is the most powerful 
tool in this universe to affect the matrix of things. 

Chanting sacred sounds 
It does not remove a programming unless the sound of the voice carries the 
intention above. Voice carries fractals of consciousness. Voice is a carrier that 
affects the matrix. Chanting without intention/ consciousness does not deprogram 
a crystal. It must not be a passive chant but an active chant. 

Various Sounds i.e. bells, bowls tuning forks 
It does not remove a programming but certain frequencies cleanse crystals from 
low vibration imprints. 4096 Hz cleanses to purity. Coupled with conscious 
visualization, it removes programmings. 



You understand: a crystal may be: unclean and not programmed. Unclean and 
programmed. Clean and programmed. Clean and not programmed. 

Elena:

Visualize a pure bright light clearing the crystal

Jen Han: 
Do not underestimate the power of consciousness. It is the most powerful tool in the 
Universe. The wind of consciousness brushing through a crystal clears everything that 
doesn't belong to its original frequency structure. It clears also emotional imprints. 
Consciousness is the best tool you can find. All sentient beings are able to use that 
power. You only need to harness it. This is obtained by training. From the center of your 
being, in a dynamic expansion of your field of consciousness, use the visualization of a 
wave of pure bright light clearing the crystal. Everything is cleared. 

Elena:

Whatever method of clearing always couple with conscious intention

Jen Han:  
Regarding the device you name Bulk Eraser, it is working well, I know now what this 
device is. But always use the dynamic field of Consciousness, always at the same time 
for any work you may do with crystals. 

The emotional field, you ask. Conscious visualization using your mind's electric field 
will be the best method to employ. The Bulk Eraser device may do well, but better 
couple it with consciousness. 

The 4096 sound from the tuning fork is a good tool, also here coupled with conscious 
visualization. 



Dan:

Discussing the 4 methods of clearing a crystal

1) Pulsed breath with conscious intention to clear

Dr Marcel Vogel used this method where you place your middle finger and thumb on 
each of the opposing faces of the crystal and pulse your breath coupled with conscious 
intention and visualization to clear the crystal.   Rotate clockwise to the next set and 
repeat.   For a 6 sided this will be 3 times for the 3 axes.

Jen Han added that the mind of the user must have reached a clear state of mind so as to 
not project parasitic thoughts into the crystal if the users mind is troubled.

Jen Han: yes, this is important. No clear mind, no clearing.

2)  Magnetic bulk eraser

Dr Marcel Vogel recommended this device which creates a powerful fluctuating 
magnetic field that can clear a crystal by deprogramming it.   Possibly in some ways 
similar to how this device was originally intended to erase magnetic tapes.   Typically, 
no more than 10 to 20 seconds of exposing the magnetic eraser against all the sides of 
the crystal is adequate to completely erase previous imprints.   It is safe to make physical



contact with the surface of the crystal with the magnetic eraser for the greatest induction 
intensity of the magnetic field into the crystal lattice structure.

3)  4096 Hz sound wave

Brush the 4096 Hz sound over the 3 axes of the crystal

Jen Han has said to use sound to brush closely over the 3 axes of the crystal without 
touching the crystal and while you are doing this to couple this with consciously 
visualizing the crystal being cleared.     This should take far less than a minute to 
complete.

Jen Han: Yes.  You will feel it, when the crystal is cleared, as an expansion of its 
presence. Suddenly, you will be aware that it is alive and it has a tangible presence.

4)  4096 Hz electromagnetic signal through coil

A more complex method, is having a coil form that is electromagnetically transparent 
with copper wire wound clockwise that can slide down over the crystal that is connected
to a signal generator to output a 4096 Hz sine-wave with an amplitude of around 20 
volts.  This takes less than one minute to clear the crystal.   For most people this method 
is totally impractical.



We have a visual confirmation of the crystal clearing with 4096 Hz magnetic field from 
Elena…

Elena:

A visual confirmation of the crystal clearing with 4096 Hz magnetic field

I had experienced an attack of dissonant energy which became absorbed within the 
quartz lattice structure of her Merkabah crystal she wears.    Dan suggested that I 
reprogram my signal generator to a 4096 Hz sine-wave signal output and connect it to a 
magnetic coil in which I put each of the 8 points of her Merkabah crystal for 10 seconds 
each into the center of the magnetic coil.    I happened to take a photo before and after 
clearing without changing the lighting in the environment.   You can see the dramatic 
change from the crystal being darkened by the dissonant energy it absorbed in it’s lattice
structure to being completely light and clear afterward.



Consciousness expansion is related to the frequency rate of reality.   Healing is done
by re-pairing the broken links due to a dissonance of frequency.

Dan:

Dan: So we have concluded that these are the 4 known crystal clearing methods.    The 
majority of people will no doubt be using the first 3 methods.   Your thoughts on all 
these methods Jen Han?

Elena:

Jen Han: You summarized perfectly what we have been exchanging about in the last 
couple of months.  A virgin ground has the most powerful, radiant geometry.  They need 
to become conscious of how effective is the power of manifestation. It affects matter, the
lattice of reality, and propagates effects into adjacent densities. All is resonance, across 
time, matter, energy, and densities of consciousness. You see, consciousness’ expansion 
is related to the frequency rate of reality. When particles vibrate faster, the mind 
computes faster, consciousness expands farther and intelligence expands with it. We see 
better, clearer, farther. We think faster. The force that binds protons and electrons 
together is a vibration, that has a specific, very precise frequency rate. If you alter the 
frequency rate between particles, you change the solid reality. Thus you can heal by 
repairing tissues, because you will re-pair the broken links due to a dissonance of 
frequency. The universe tends towards…  (perfection)       There you have it.

(as Jen Han always says... “the universe tends toward perfection”)

Dan:

How does the 4096 Hz frequency clear a crystal?

Dan: What is special about the 4096 Hz frequency in relationship to the quartz crystal 
lattice structure? and why does this frequency act to clear the crystal of previous 
imprints?   

Jen Han: This is a frequency rate that disassembles the bounds between the particles of 
lower frequency that are not in resonance ratio with a quartz lattice structure. It breaks 
them down, so the intrusive particles are vibrated out of the body of the quartz. The 
Quartz regains a perfectly balanced, geometrical absolute, state of resonance. 



Dan:

Sound vibrations emanating from a speaker effective?

Jen Han: The speaker must be perfectly operational without any sound interference-
dissonance. Yes, but not the best method. 

Dan:

Reviewing which of the 4 clearing methods is practical and effective

Dan:  Of the 4 main methods identified.  
 
1) Pulsed Breath with Intention   
2) Magnetic Bulk Eraser  
3) 4096 Hz sound from Tuning Fork  
4) Coil around crystal with 4096 Hz sine wave.  

The one method which would be the most practical and simple for the majority of 
Terrans would be #3 the 4096 Hz sound emanating from a tuning fork.

Dan:

Tuning Fork frequencies measured to be off resonance

Before Elena and I recommended this solution, I measured the frequency of common 
and expensive 4096 Hz tuning forks and found the frequency as much as 10 to 17 Hz off
resonant frequency. I am assuming in order to resonate the quartz lattice, that the 
frequency would need to be more precise in order to be effective. Is this true?   



Elena:

The 4096 Hz frequency must be exactly precise to clear the crystal

Jen Han: Thor Han shared with me already Elena’s concern regarding this question. 
Your tuning forks seem to vary in tune with the frequency of the planet and the 
atmospheric conditions. This is because, and it must only be the reason: the metal they 
are made of is not appropriate for the use. Steel would approach the results regarding my
researches but not very effective as frequency generator. Elena told me her tuning forks 
are in aluminum. I do not believe this is the best metal. Apologies if this point wasn’t 
mentioned in our last conversation. However, the frequency must be precise you 
understand, to disassemble the particle bounds. When you use frequencies, be exact. 

Dan:

A mobile phone 4096 Hz sound generator audio app alternative?

Dan: If this is true, then we will need to seek a replacement 4096 Hz sound source that 
can give a more exact precise frequency.  You mentioned that if using a speaker that 
“The speaker must be perfectly operational without any sound interference-dissonance.” 
   
A possible tuning fork sound generation replacement comes to mind that can generate 
more closely to the correct 4096 Hz frequency.  Practically everyone on Terra has a 
mobile phone which can run a sound generator application to generate the 4096 Hz 
sound through it’s built in electrodynamic speaker which could be held close to the 
crystal.  Could this be a solution for an accurate 4096 Hz sound generation?



Elena:

Jen Han: not the best, my friend, but it works, hold it longer next to the crystal. You can
place your crystal on your phone but at this condition: it must not be sending harmful 
electromagnetic radiations…Elena asks if putting the phone in airplane mode is Ok… I 
do not know what is this… Thor Han answered, he says yes this is a sensible thing to do 
and it is working. He knows best in Terran communications systems then I do. 

Dan:

A precise 4096 Hz frequency sound device solution has been engineered

In consideration of the following...

The pulsed breath method with intention will clear the crystal, but if you are not in a 
clear state of mind and have a troubled thoughts in the back of your mind, those parasitic
thoughts will be imprinted in the clearing process, and the crystal will not be fully 
cleared.

Old vintage magnetic bulk demagnetizers are becoming harder to find and require to be 
plugged into an AC outlet.



A magnetic coil form to clear the crystal would require the construction of a custom coil 
and the purchasing of a signal generator to power it, this is totally impractical for many.

We then come to the 4096 Hz tuning fork.   Tuning forks we have tested have 
considerable inaccuracy to give a precise frequency and are therefore ineffective when 
resonating the quartz crystal lattice.   Jen Han has made it clear that in order to 
disassemble the bounds between the particles of lower frequency from the quartz crystal 
lattice structure, that the frequency needs to be precisely the exact frequency of 4096 Hz.
This is unable to be obtained using a metal tuning fork, as the frequency varies 
according to the temperature.   When warm the metal expands and the frequency 
becomes lower, when cold it contracts and the frequency will go higher.

In consideration of the above factors, one of our science team members Kent Noonan, an
electronics design engineer who is working with us on the construction of a Crystal 
Phryll Generator based on Jen Han’s instructions, considered this issue with the tuning 
forks and that Jen Han stated to use only the exact frequency in order to be effective,  
decided to specially engineer into a small handheld sound emitting device using a 
precise crystal controlled oscillator that is accurate to within 5/1000th of a Hertz which 
powers a piezoelectric sound transducer for total clearing of all imprints within the 
quartz crystal lattice.
  



As Jen Han has instructed previously, you would hold this device close to the crystal to 
brush the 4096 Hz sound over the 3 axes of the crystal for about 5 to 10 seconds on each
of the 3 axes in order to completely clear the crystal



Elena:

Elena Danaan’s report on the crystal clearing device effectiveness 
from Oona Emissary of the Intergalactic Confederation

Oona

Elena Danaan:
06-28-2023
Jen Han is too busy tonight so Thor Han suggested I contact Oona.
I did. I got a telepathic contact and she was "with me" when I cleared the crystal with 
the device. She said the frequency is correct, despite a very fine error that doesn't affects 
the purpose at all. She said she felt the crystal was cleared to "base zero" and 
"invigorated". Not only it clears it, she said, but it also revitalizes the crystal and makes 
it operational for work. She said this is a satisfactory result and congratulates the maker 
of the device.

End of Class Notes

To be notified when this crystal clearing device will be available 
https://www.crystallightandsound.com/crystal-clear/

https://www.crystallightandsound.com/crystal-clear/

